SECTION 12. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF EDUCATION

A. Master of Education (M.Ed., Educational Studies and Special Education)

The degree of Master of Education is designed for teachers and others who want an advanced level of preparation in some specific area of education. It is also designed for those who wish to explore the social and intellectual contexts of contemporary schooling. There are five main subspecialties in the Department of Educational Studies: Curriculum and Instruction, Reading, Early Childhood Education, Technology and Microcomputers, and the Foundations of Education. In the Department of Special Education, students can pursue certification in behavior disorders, gifted, hearing impaired, learning disabled, mental retardation, resource teaching, or advanced work in an area of special education (as part of the degree emphasis).

Course Requirements. Candidates for the Master of Education degree seeking initial teacher certification will be expected to meet the certification requirements of the state of Utah. A minimum of 50 hours of acceptable graduate work will be the requirement for the degree of Master of Education. A minimum of 12 quarter hours must be taken in Education fields; and a minimum of 12 quarter hours must be taken in academic fields outside of the major department. The remaining quarter hours will consist of courses approved by the candidate's supervisory committee. A cumulative grade point average of "B" shall be required for graduation. In addition, a final oral and/or written examination must be passed and clinical or professional experience shall be required of each candidate at the culminating stage. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 7 of this chapter, a thesis shall not be required for a Master of Education degree.

Admission to Candidacy. The qualifications for admission to the Master of Education program are the same as those of the Graduate School.

Supervisory Committee. A supervisory committee of at least three members will be appointed by the Director of Graduate Studies in cooperation with the department chairperson to aid each candidate in preparation of his/her program of study, and to administer the final oral and/or written examination.

B. Master of Education (M.Ed., Educational Administration)

The Master of Education degree and the Certification Program are professional programs designed to help potential entry-level administrators develop the knowledge and skills essential for effective administrative performance in educational organizations. As professional programs course work and other experiences develop both theoretical understandings and clinical skills. Upon successful completion of the program, Master's candidates will be awarded an M.Ed. Degree. Candidates in both programs will also be eligible for the Utah Basic Administrative/Supervisory certificate.
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